Charging in scanning electron microscopy "from inside and outside".
This paper is an attempt to analyse most of the complicated mechanisms involved in charging and discharging of insulators investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Fundamental concepts on the secondary electron emission (SEE) yield from insulators combined with electrostatics arguments permit to reconsider, first, the widespread opinion following which charging is minimised when the incident beam energy E0 is chosen to be equal to the critical energy E(o)2, where the nominal total yield delta(o) + eta(o) = 1. For bare insulators submitted to a defocused irradiation, it is suggested here that the critical energy under permanent irradiation EC2 corresponds to a range of primary electrons, R, and nearly equals the maximum escape depth of the secondary electrons, r. This suggestion is supported by a comparison between published data of the SEE yield delta(o) of insulators (short pulse experiments) and experimental results obtained from a permanent irradiation for EC2. New SEE effects are also predicted at the early beginning of irradiation when finely focused probes are used. Practical considerations are also developed, with specific attention given to the role of a contamination layer where a negative charging may occur at any beam energy. The role of the various time constants involved in charging and discharging is also investigated, with special attention given to the dielectric time constant, which explains the dose rate-dependent effects on the effective landing energy in the steady state. Numerical applications permit to give orders of magnitude of various effects, and several other practical consequences are deduced and illustrated. Some new mechanisms for the contrast reversal during irradiation or with the change of the primary electron (PE) energy are also suggested.